Complete Food Processing Systems

ENGLISH

Commercial Foodservice

Food Processing

Premium Residential

The Middleby Corporation is the global leader in manufacture and distribution of a broad line of food preparation equipment for
targeting three segments: Commercial Foodservice, Food Processing and Premium Residential.
One in every three restaurants around the world use our commercial products. Likewise, our innovative food processing systems are entrenched globally and have earned the reputation as best-in-class. Most of our customers have been with us for
decades. We don’t just sell products, we provide trust.
Middleby has expanded its equipment range to include comprehensive lines of food processing, baking, cooking/cooling, slicing,
loading, ¿lling, packaging and refrigeration/free]ing solutions.

While our equipment is powerful enough to meet the demands of highest volume processors, we also offer
scaled-down systems as well as single machine solutions. Today, twenty brands fall under Middleby’s food processing umbrella. Middleby offers its customers and prospects a one-stop destination for turnkey equipment
solutions.
With decades of deep industry and technical expertise, we bring together food processing insight, best practices,
breakthrough / disruptive equipment solutions and systems innovation. We consistently provide on-time deliveries,
smooth startups, and optimi]ed processes, all of which ultimately equate to very favorable returns on investment.
Put Middleby know-how and innovation to work for you.
We will work with you to help provide the lowest cost of ownership:
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•
•
•

Optimi]ed Capital Investment
Minimi]ed Operating Costs
Maximi]ed Capacity Utili]ation

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY - CHANGING AN INDUSTRY

Industry Leading Platforms
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Our Customers Say it Best

Monogram Foods targets high quality equipment manufacturers, like MP Equipment,
to partner with in producing custom solutions suited to our products and process. Con¿dence in our relationship with MP Equipment over the years has allowed Monogram to
continuously improve our systems based on shared experiences with our batter / bread
and fry lines.
Matt Davis, Sr. Project Engineer, Monogram Food, Bristol IN, USA

Sugarcreek now 50 plus years old has been a “partner” with Middleby for more than a decade!!!
We’ve collaborated on numerous major projects with Alkar, Cozzini, Armor Inox, Blodgett, Danfotech, and Thurne!!!
They’ve been fair, fast, reasonable, and brilliant.
Over time the relationship has become more than customer/supplier. They’ve helped us grow, prosper and literally reinvent our company!!!
I consider them good friends!!!

Our company purchased 4 large, high speed RapidPak RP-45s for plants in Thailand and
also in China. These machines perform very well and deliver an excellent ¿nal package
to our markets. RapidPak is our packaging machine of choice and we hope to complete
additional projects with RapidPak packaging machines in the near future.

John Richardson, Chairman of the Board, Sugar Creek, Cincinnati, OH, USA
Julian Sander, Division Manager Machinery, Rieckermann, Thailand
In our Project, we had the opportunity to interact with several companies of Middleby: Cozzini, Alkar, Armor Inox, and Drake. The coordination
between them and their support, proved fundamental for execution of the project. We completed the project as scheduled, in an aggressive timeframe. Since the start-up, the production ramp-up has been smooth and as expected. As we reach the milestones of our strategic plan, we look
forward to doing business with them again.
Renato Cantu, Director de Proyectos Especiales, Grupo Lala, Mexico City, Mexico

Pederson’s Natural Farms has been blessed with tremendous growth over the last few years in the natural bacon business. We aren’t the biggest bacon company by any means, but when it came time to look for another bacon slicer we wanted the best. We looked for the most technically
advanced slicer with the best technical support, in order to not only increase output and boost yield, but also to improve our slicing quality. Quality
is everything to our business. Thurne provided that option and has become a very important part of our operation. We look forward to continued
growth and success with Thurne’s help down the road.
Cody Lane, President, Pederson’s Natural Farms, Hamilton, TX, USA

Zweigle’s entered into a developmental agreement for a new state of the art robotic loader for our hot dogs and natural casing sausages. I had
explored many options, most of which were too capital intensive for our si]e business. Drake came to us with what they felt was a cost-effective
solution to feeding hot dogs and sausages effectively for a smaller manufacturer. Upon investigation, we agreed that they had what would suit an
operation such as ours and the detailed development started. After the ¿rst year of operations, both Drake and Zweigle’s felt there were improvements that could be made to make the unit smaller, more effective and easier to maintain for a company that was not used to large pieces of equipment. We also worked collaboratively to suggest software improvements that looked into the operations of the robot and gave feedback to operator
and management that would help identify even more improvements. Drake went as far as to replace major components that lead to a more effective solution and one the I believe will be good for other smaller specialty sausage operations. One thing I can say emphatically is that Drake is
customer focused and will do what it takes to make the customer happy with the investment they have made into their Drake machine. We will be
looking in the future for further investments in Drake equipment.
Kevin Salva, President, Zweigle’s Inc., Rochester, NY, USA

Over the past several years Sugar Creek Packing and Thurne have really worked hand in hand collaborating with equipment development. By
bringing technology and capability together to provide competitive advantage in the market place.
It has been a true partnership between our companies.
Thomas Schurig, Vice President, Engineering, SugarCreek, Cincinnati, OH, USA

I wanted to reach out to express my gratitude and con¿dence in what Stuart Ogilvie and the whole MP team has done for us here at Twin Rivers.
From the purchase of the new slicer to the help with the mega jet they are always there when we call. No matter what time of day it is we have been
able to reach them and they jump on the issue. From programing needs to parts that show backorder, they are able to make things happen to keep
us from having downtime as well as able to help us develop the programs for tomorrow. For this we will continue to be a lifelong MP customer.
Mike Mitchell,ÙPlant Manager, Twin River Foods, Fort Smith, AR, USA
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PRODUCTION PROCESSES

Complete and integrated systems for bakery and
nd protein production. Middleby is your global partner for all technical and project
er with proven solutions and advanced technologies in all aspects of high quality
services. The best in processing come together
edge of seasoned professionals for an addition to your existing line or as the prosanitary, food preparation. Draw on the knowledge
ough each step of implementation and continuing through daily operation to mainvider of an entire line. Support is available through
tain optimal performance. Customers remain con¿dent in our answers.

HOT DOG
Small: up to 3000 lbs/hr
Medium: 3000-9000 lbs/hr
Large: 9000 lbs/hr and up
SAUSAGE
Small: up to 3000 lbs/hr
Medium: 3000-9000 lbs/hr
Large: 9000 lbs/hr and up
LUNCH MEAT
Small: up to 30,000 lbs/hr
Medium: 30,000-9000 lbs/hr
Large: 100,000 lbs/hr and up
BACON
Small: 12 to 15,000 lbs/shift
Medium: 15 to 25,000 lbs/shift
Large: 25 to 40,000 lbs/shift
POULTRY
Small: up to 8,400 lbs/hr
Medium: up to 16,400 lbs/hr
Large: up to 22,000 lbs/hr
SOUS VIDE

Equipment Systems for Industrial Food Processing Plants Turnkey Projects
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MEET AND EXCEED PRODUCTION GOALS

Serving You with Proven and Guaranteed System Solutions Anywhere in the World

Small: 3 to 10 tons/day
Medium: 10 to 30 tons/day
Large: 20 to 60 tons/day
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Co]]ini’s CONTINUOUS SAUSAGE PRODUCTION LINES are si]ed to ¿t your needs.
Co]]ini sets the standard for quality and many years of reliable productivity. Co]]ini’s decades of food industry
and technical expertise bring the kind of insight and systems know-how to build innovation into production processes and your ¿nal products. While our equipment is powerful enough to meet
the demands of the highest volume processors, we also offer scaled-down systems
and single machine solutions for smaller producers who demand the same quality
and consistency in their products. Co]]ini’s experienced product specialists and
food scientists can help you develop new products or re¿ne your existing ones.
Our knowledgeable service technicians will keep your systems running perfectly for
many years to come.
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sales@cozzini.com

+1 773 478-9700

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emulsion
Grinding
Blending
Massaging
Slicing
Material Handling
SUSPENTEC®
FastHam®

Centered around a PrimeCut™ emulsion system, the system combines grinding, blending, emulsion and stuf¿ng operations into a single, ef¿cient process.

Processing & Preparation

With the most comprehensive range of grinding, blending, emulsion, material handling and slicing equipment,

Our FastHam® CONTINUOUS HAM PROCESS can reduce your massaging time by 50% or
more and reduce or completely eliminate curing hold-time to facilitate continuous production with
program-driven massaging cycles.
The SUSPENTEC® PROCESS injects trimmings reduced to micron-si]ed particles in a brine
suspension to enhance Àavors, improve textures and increase yields in whole muscle beef, ham,
turkey, chicken, pork or ¿sh.

PUT COZZINI KNOW-HOW TO WORK FOR YOU!

www.cozzini.com
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DEFROST SYSTEMS

equipment for the food processing industry: bacon presses, defrosting lines, massaging tumblers,
ham production lines, tenderi]ers and loading/unloading systems built around cook tanks or ovens.

BACON PRESSES
Optimi]e slicing yields by maintaining uniformity of bacon bellies.
• Capable of pressing from 8 to 18 bellies per minute
• Ideal compacting temperatures of 16°-19° F (-7° to -9° C)
• Die set si]es and shapes based on customer requirements
• Fully automated loading and unloading option for all presses

•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•

Processing & Preparation

Danfotech develops, produces, installs and services a wide range of machinery and speciali]ed

The automated thawing system involves dividing fro]en meat blocks and transporting them to a temperature controlled tumbler unit. Fro]en blocks can be separated into single whole muscles without
damaging the ¿bers or membranes.
• Preserve the quality of the meat
No dripping or protein loss during thawing
Shorter processing times mean lower risk of introducing bacterial contamination
Transport systems can load a row of tumbler units with product to be thawed
Transfer thawed product directly to injection and tenderi]ing, tumbling or stuf¿ng operations

HAM PRODUCTION LINES
The fully automated HPT ham production system ensures ef¿ciency and savings in manpower.
• The only manual operation is placing ham into the molds
• Gain a 40% capacity increase from your existing cooking/cooling equipment
• Produce up to 300,000 lbs. of ham per day

Meat Presses
Defrost Systems
Ham Process Systems
Press Towers

sales@danfotech.com

+1 773 478-9700

www.danfotech.com
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Hinds-Bock Baking Industry Equipment.

Industrial food production equipment for depositing,
portioning, ¿lling and pumping everything from sauces
and chunky deli salads to ¿llings and ready meals.

Industrial bakery production equipment for depositing,
portioning, ¿lling and pumping everything from batters
and chunky fruit ¿lling to toppings and injection.

• Single and Multi-Piston Depositors
• Food Grade Transfer Pumps

• Single and Multi-Piston Depositors
• Food Grade Transfer Pumps
• Automated Production Lines:
Tray ¿lling / ready meal systems
Bucket, pail and container ¿lling and lidding
Bottle and jar ¿lling systems
Hori]ontal packaging integrated systems
Vertical packaging integrated systems
Cup ¿lling and sealing systems

Hinds-Bock has been designing, manufacturing and selling industrial portioning equipment for the food
and baking industry since 1976 with one goal in mind:
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info@hinds-bock.com

Processing
& Preparation
Technologies
Slicing,
Loading
& Packaging

Hinds-Bock Food & Protein Industry Equipment.

+1 877 292-5715

• Automated Production Lines:
Mini dessert systems
Layered dessert systems
Muf¿n production (pan oiling, denesting, topping, injection)
Donut ¿nishing
Dry & Moist topping systems

Create solutions that help food manufacturers produce their products ef¿ciently, accurately and quickly!

www.hinds-bock.com
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BATTER | BREADING

to bring them superior engineering, innovation and reliability. MP Equipment continually provides ef¿cient solutions
to your further processing challenges. Trust the entire line of MPADVANTAGE™ ¿eld-proven equipment: blending,
forming, portioning, batter/breading, frying and more to provide solid solutions to your unique further processing
needs. Our equipment features:

Accuracy is the heart of all our coating systems, allowing
processors to exceed their quality and yield speci¿cations. Our
batter/breading products include the patented MPADVANTAGE™
VCS Batter Mixer, the MPADVANTAGE™ TCS Tempura Mixer,
Batter Applicator, Continuous Batter Filter, Inline Breader, Drum
Breader and the revolutionary MPADVANTAGE™ True Homestyle
Breader.

▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

(QHUJ\(I¿FLHQF\
Sanitary Design
All Stainless Steel
Construction
User-Friendly Touchscreen
Controls
Heavy-Duty Equipment

Processing & Preparation

With more than 40 years of commitment to the further processing industry, processors depend on MP Equipment

Patented MPADVANTAGE™
VCS Batter Mixer Patent #7,344,299

WATER CUTTING
Experience
nce the highest production,
best yield
d and lowest cost of
ownership
ip with the industry’s
only 8-cutter
utter machine. The
ANTAGE™ IntelliJet™ and
MPADVANTAGE
MegaJett™ Water Cutters feature the
most accurate,
curate, reliable and Àexible
water jet technology in the
industry.

FRYING | FILTERING
MPADVANTAGE™ Frying
Systems incorporate the patent pending HelyX™ insert and
features the most ef¿cient heat
exchanger in the industry. Use with our
variety of oil ¿lters and pressure
MPADVANTAGE™
Frying System
¿ltration systems.
patent pending

FORMING | MULTI-FLOW®
MP formers provide unmatched quality and dependability and feature the
optional patented Multi-Flow® system. Models include the MPADVANTAGE™
Servo Elite and the MPADVANTAGE™ Servo Simple
which features a heavy duty stainless steel frame with lifetime
warranty. MP also offers a wide range of tooling solutions.
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sales@mpequipment.com

+1 770-503-7605

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MP Advantage™
Batter Applicators
Formers
Frying Systems
Breaders
VCS Batter Mixers
Portioning Equipment

MPADVANTAGE™
MegaJet™ Water
Cutter and large
variety of cuts available

www.mpequipment.com
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BATCH OVEN & CHILLING SYSTEMS

batch units. Unwavering dedication to customer support, engineering and manufacture of custom thermal
processing solutions paved ALKAR’s way to its present position as industry leader in the meat/protein thermal
processing segment.

ALKAR provides continuous and batch pasteuri]ation systems for surface (3-5 mm depth) or deep
(core) product applications. Post-pasteuri]ation chilling units reduce temperatures for storage.

CONTINUOUS PROCESSING SYSTEMS
ALKAR offers the world’s most extensive line of Continuous Thermal Meat Processing Systems for cooking,
smoking, chilling and pasteuri]ation.
• J-CON - Hot dog and small
diameter sausage.

earliest systems. Many sy
systems are operating
beyond 40 years. AL
ALKAR provides a wide range
of ancillary equip
equipment:

• IN-LINE - Hot dog and small
diameter sausage.
• CYCLONE - Linear belt ovens.
• MONORAIL and
MULTI-PRODUCT
• Continuous Systems
systems for
• Batch Ovens
any thermal
(Standard, High Temperature,
process.

sales@alkar.com

ALKAR’s control systems utili]e data collection and product tracking, providing information necessary
to comply with HACCP and other regulatory requirements. ALKAR’s wireless temperature probes

RENOVATION & AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT ALKAR provides renovatio
renovations and updates to even its

• SERPENTINE - Luncheon meats,
turkey breasts and roast beef
pasteuri]ation.
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CONTROLS

track internal and environmental temperatures throughout the process.

• PURE LINK - Co-extruded and
edible casing sausage.

•
•
•
•
•
•

PASTEURIZATION

Thermal Processing

Since ALKAR’s beginning in the 1950s, installations have grown to nearly 400 continuous systems and 6,000

ALKAR batch systems offer a full range of con¿gurations and capabilities from 500 to 50,000 lbs.
capacity, direct or indirect gas heat, steam coil heating, hot oil, high temperature (500° F / 260° C),
BBQ, fermentation, cold smoking, etc. Choose between high performance air or brine (recirculated
liquid) chilling.

• Material Hand
Handling: trucks, trees,
cages, racks.
• Conveyors: chain,
ch
belts, overhead rail.
• Smoke Generators
Gener
• APC (Air Pollution Control)
• Control de
devices: PLC’s and computers.
• Replacem
Replacement Parts

Fermentation)

Chillers (Air, Brine, Glycol)
Pasteuri]ation
Drying Rooms
Controls
Smoke Generators
Renovations

+1 608 592-3211

www.alkar.com
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PROCESS CONTROL WITH PRODUCT CONSISTENCY

shaping and cooking/chilling technology delivers dependable, consistent Àow of products at the lowest operation costs.

SHAPE, COOK, & CHILL
The Thermix system is a fully integrated solution to automatically shape, cook, chill and move cooked meat
within the processing system.
With the Armor Inox system, processors can produce from 20 to 200 metric tons per day with as little as 2
employees.
The Thermix system combines high output with production Àexibility, optimum production performances with
high productivity, low operation costs with large savings of energy, and food safety with complete product
traceability.

• The modular Thermix processing system allows total control of the product cook, cool and chill process
cycles for consistent repeated results, ensuring the highest cooking yields.

Thermal Processing

T

he industry has recogni]ed Armor Inox as the worldwide proven solution for continuous, fully automated
thermal processing applications of cooked meat, both deli and slicing logs and ready meals. High output

The Thermix system signi¿cantly improves process control and product consistency while dramatically reducing labor cost and energy consumption.

• The Multimolds technology shapes and molds product with consistent accurate dimensions for optimum
product shapes, providing superior ¿nished products and the highest slicing yields.
• The Logi-Flex system provides a large variety of handling solutions, from molding to ¿nished product
unloading to slicers, racks or pallets…
Armor Inox offers proven solutions backed by a worldwide reputation for performance, reliability and cost
effectiveness.

The original “Sous Vide” Cooking System by Armor Inox
A Thermix Sous Vide system covers a large range of possibilities for RTE foods: ready meals, cooked meat,
beef, pork, chicken, ¿sh/seafood, eggs and vegetable that can be differentiated through various processes
before being packaged. Fresh, safe and natural organic products of superior quality, convenient and proven shelf life at the lowest operating cost.
The automated system works continuously at a steady pace of 1,000 to 10.000 pounds / hour with
various levels of handling automation delivering constant Àow. Three Thermix models cover all
needs: 3 to 10 tons/day, 10 to 30 tons/day and 20 to 60 tons/day.

•
•
•
•

Armor Inox has become the most recogni]ed name in “sous vide” automated cooking and chilling
systems. More than 150 Thermix™ systems are in operation worldwide, with proven reliability
for over 20 years.

Thermix™ Systems
Cooking and Chilling
Product Molds
Logi-Flex™ Systems

The Thermix System’s streamlined design results in exceptionally low maintenance costs.
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contact@armorinox.com

+33 (0)297 22 62 63

www.armorinox.net
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CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS

ing, cooking, baking, maturing, drying, thawing, chilling and pasteuri]ing. As a global technology partner, safe,
ef¿cient and environmentally friendly thermoprocessing systems are provided for the various applications in the

Thermal Processing

Maurer-Atmos has an installed base of equipment in over 90 countries with innovative technologies for smok-

Maurer-Atmos offers a wide range of continuous systems:
• CMS with sticks for smoked products
• CMC with baskets for cooked products such as mortadella and ham
• CMB with trays or baskets for baked products such as chicken, duck and pies
• DA with trays for dried and/or smoked products such as ¿sh, beef-jerky

protein industry.

SMOKE GENERATORS
BATCH
Maurer-Atmos provides a variety of batch systems to satisfy every thermal processing requirement from single
and multiple cart batch houses to semi-continuous batch house systems.
• Models ASR series are modular designs using standard trolley si]es at
1 to 12 trolley capacity. Each system capable of drying, hot and cold
smoking, cooking, hot air ¿nishing, roasting and baking. Models of the
ASR series with “F” designation are speci¿cally engineered for ¿sh
processing.
• Models PRR, or industrial design, are custom designed batch houses
for specific processing requirements.
• Models IUL, PUR are intensive cooling systems which can be equipped
with recirculating ice-water chilling.
• Models KN, KR refer to our air handling units (AHU) which are used for
temperature and humidity control processes for dry sausage production.

SEMI-CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS
Combined Maurer-Atmos KCS batch systems (drying, smoking, cooking and
chilling) with automated trolley handling to create a semi-continuous system.

•
•
•
•
•
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Batch Systems
Fermenting, Drying and Maturing Rooms
Thawing/Defrosting Systems
Smoke Generators
Cleaning Systems

info@maurer-atmos.de

+49 7531 9422-0

Maurer-Atmos provides a wide range of smoke generators including wood chip and
sawdust smoldering units, friction, condensing and liquid smoke generators.

THAWING/DEFROSTING
Thawing systems allow processors
to accurately control the air-Àow,
temperature and humidity which in
turn provide an outstanding defrosting/thawing of fro]en products for
a high quality further processing of
meat products.

FERMENTING/DRYING/
MATURING
The duct systems for the KR, KN
models provide precise temperature/
humidity control of dry meat and ¿sh.

CONTROLS
The TITAN 2 and Mipas monitor and
record the entire process and supply
reproducible data recording up to 2
years.

www.maurer-atmos.com
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Spiral Systems

and manufacture of high-quality industrial free]ing and chilling systems. Our systems are designed
to ensure high productivity and ¿nished food products that match the highest quality demands of our
customers. Scanico is a leading supplier of highly ef¿cient impingement (patented) and spiral systems
- free]ers, chillers, proofers and steamers/pasteuri]ers for all further processed product.

Our equipment features:
•
•
•
•

Scanico manufactures spiral systems for different purposes within the food processing
industry including: IQF free]ing, chilling, steaming and proo¿ng.
The use of stainless steel and foodstuff approved plastic for all surfaces with direct product contact ensures a high hygiene standard.
In addition to our standard non-stacking spiral systems, we can supply the unique Single
Stacking Spiral with the following advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Unique airÀow resulting in fast free]ing
Energy ef¿ciency
Sanitary design
Highest production uptime between defrost

Flexibility is in our DNA. Each Scanico system is custom-made and designed in accordance with our customers requirements. Scanico technology adds value to production plants throughout the world.
Continuous bacon smoking line. The perfect choice for:
• Cooking
• Smoking
• Chilling
Custom made solutions:
• Direct steam
• Heating / drying
• Direct smoke
• Traditional smoke
• Friction smoke
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scanico@scanico.com

•
•
•
•
•

Spiral Systems
Free]ers
Chillers
Proofers
Steamers and Pasteuri]ers

+45 96 20 30 50

Thermal Processing

Scanico has delivered innovative solutions to customer needs since 1989, focusing on development

Adequate space between the tiers available for products
Less cleaning, due to fewer belt supports
No risk of product jam, less waste and maximum uptime
The most compact spiral on the market
The most energy-effective spiral on the market

TwinImp - Impingement Freezers
With a Scanico Twinimp impingement free]er, the free]ing and chilling times are equal to
cryogenic methods. The results are:
•
•
•
•

Increased yield
Better product quality and appearance
A higher degree of food safety
Lower production costs.

The Scanic TwinImp impingement free]er is ideal for free]ing thin products and for most
chilling applications. The advantages of the quick free]ing/chilling times are:
•
•
•
•

Crust Free]ing

Minimum product dehydration
Maximum product quality
Low operating costs
All with easier and faster cleaning

www.scanico.com
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renowned for innovative slicing systems that increase yields and productivity in processing plants around the
world. Outstanding slice consistency and quality without thick, thin or sliver slices greatly enhance consumer

Processing
& Preparation
Technologies
Slicing,
Loading
& Packaging

With more than 45 years of experience in the bacon, cooked meat and cheese slicing industries, Thurne is

For PROCESSED MEAT AND CHEESE SLICING, high versatility is ensured by a wide
range of product applications and pack formats, with the option to expand capabilities
by retro¿tting interleaver and variety conveyors to respond to changes in demand.

appeal with far less rework and lower manning levels required to achieve the highest presentation standards.
No matter if producing ¿xed weight shingled drafts or food service layout and stand-up packs, Thurne slicers
bene¿t from modular build, making your investment future-proof, and can be integrated with upstream and
downstream equipment to achieve optimum performance and presentation.
Equipment conforms to stringent AMI and European safety standards, including CE certi¿cation. Slicers open to
reveal all working parts for quick inspection, easy maintenance and fast, thorough cleaning.

•
•
•
•

Thurne is revolutioni]ing PRECOOKED BACON SLICING with IBS4600, the world’s
¿rst slicer to incorporate four independent feeds and blades with vision technology,
offering unparalleled consistency in cooked slice presentation and quality.

Bacon Slicing Systems
Processed Meat Slicing Systems
Cheese Slicing Systems
Slicing Systems Integration

Thurne High Speed, Retail Bacon Slicing Line

Thurne Cheese Slicing Systems
for Stacked or Shingled Drafts
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In BACON SLICING, IBS 2000 Select covers all common US retail and food service
bacon pack formats, including carded and stand-up drafts. A selection of vision and
grading options enables the slicer to deliver consistent performance, combining high
throughput, maximum ¿rst time on weights and low giveaway.

info@thurne.com

+44 (0)1603 700755

US + 1 773 478-9700

www.thurne.com
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Processing
& Preparation
Technologies
Slicing,
Loading
& Packaging

Loading Head Options

G

lobally leading the way in preparation for packaging with the only complete, turnkey system. Drake
high performance loaders are custom designed to your product speci¿cations with an alignment unit
and loading head. Maximum yields are achieved, while maintaining product integrity and aesthetics.
Using patented technology, product is indexed and aligned into individual buckets to convey to the loading head for placement into packaging. Touch screen controls allow the easy addition of new recipes
and rapid adjustments to various areas of the loader to accommodate variety. The minimi]ation of human contact and easy cleaning procedures result in state-of-the-art-sanitation.

Mechanical Placement - Versatile loading heads offer quick changeover times to precisely deliver
product into a variety of pocket con¿gurations. A CLX or SWP head mechanically places product into
packaging dies.
Robotic Placement - Adjusts to the Àow of product through one easy-to-operate control platform and
touchscreen for the entire system. High speed end of arm tooling gently picks and places into packaging equipment. Drake custom food grade robotics were developed to increase capacity and maneuverability while remaining easy to program and maintain.
FANUC Authori]ed Systems Integrator and Rockwell® Automation Machine Builder Partner.

Alignment Options
Launcher - Quickly load fragile products such as cooked sausages and fresh cheese sticks.
Unscrambler belts are used to sort and launch product. Models enable Àexible ¿lm and box loading.
Product diameter range - 14 to 32mm in 1, 2, 3, or 4 lanes.

Packaging Solutions for:
Packaging Machines, Trays, Boxes, Cans,
s, Jars, Bags

Singulator - Fragile, curved natural casing product falls onto a narrow V-Belt to be arranged into Àights
on the conveyor. Primarily used to feed robotic loading heads.
Product diameter range - 17 to 44mm in 1 or 2 lanes.
Collator - Frankfurters, sausages, vienna sausages, snack sticks, pickles, corn dogs, and other products fall into Àights with the aid of stirrer paddles.
Product diameter range - 12 to 32mm in 1 or 2 lanes.
Centrifugal Feeder - A variety of cylindrical product types are collected on a circular disc, mounted on
an angle. This rotates at variable speeds to place product into Àights.
Product diameter range - 15 to 30mm in 1 lane per CF.

•
•
•
•
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Cylindrical Product Alignment
Conveying Inspection
98% Fill Rate
Autoloading

sales@drakeloader.com

+1 540 569-4368

www.drakeloader.com
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Slicing, Loading & Packaging

Since 1972, CVP® Systems, Inc. has been at the forefront of developing Modi¿ed Atmosphere

Cutting Edge Technology
from the Leaders in
0RGL¿HG$WPRVSKHUH3DFNDJLQJ

Packaging (MAP) systems. From the initial vacuum gas Àush prototype to successful installations on
all continents, CVP has led the development of MAP technology. Whether you are interested in food
packaging machines for meat, poultry, pork, cheese or nuts, CVP Systems has your food packaging
machine solution.
Hygienic Design
• Clean-in-place system for internal cleaning.
• External wash down capability
• Stainless steel snorkels
Flexibility
• Speci¿c option packages for meat,
poultry, nuts, grains and industrial goods
• Allen Bradley PLC controls with Àexibility of
pre-set controls
Custom Options
• Custom PLC programs available
• High and low Oxygen systems available
Available with 3, 4 of 5 Sealing Stations
Seal Integrity
Allen Bradley Controls
• Digital temperature controls with hot bar system
Sanitary Open Frame Design
• Seal bar pro¿les minimi]e leakers
20” Conveyor Accommodates a wide range of box si]es
• Standard bag stretchers eliminate
Boxes of chicken from 30 to 70 lbs.
wrinkles, ensuring leak-free seals
Reproducible Results
• Modi¿ed Atmosphere Packaging
• Heat seal manifold with positive vacuum gas seal design
• Case Ready
• PLC controls with digital vacuum and gas Àush controls
• Poultry, Cheese, and Produce
with low level gas alarm
• Bulk Packaging
• Accumulator tank for accelerated speed of operation

High Velocity “Quick Draw” Snorkel for superior vacuum and gas Àush control
trol
“On the Fly” change–over from High to Low O2
Exact system control through servo controlled motors and timing belts
Dual Gas Accumulator Tanks for High and Low O2
Dual impulse seal bar for perfect seals
Infeed conveyer with servo controlled linear actuators for fast and controlled
feeding of trays
Patented ECO+ Film Management system designed to use
Eco friendly 2 mill ¿lm
Capable of full integration with robotic pick and place systems

• Packaging Materials
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sales@cvpsystems.com

+1 630 852-1190

www.cvpsystems.com
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Innovative packaging solutions for:

Slicing, Loading & Packaging

RP-1000

MEAT and POULTRY APPLICATIONS
including whole muscle, processed and RTE
portions. Retail and institutional. Vacuum and
modi¿ed atmosphere.

RapidPak was born into the world of hori]ontal form-¿ll-seal packaging in 1991 with an
important invention and patent on the use of servo motors. This remarkable innovation paved the
way to a rich mix of technological breakthroughs as RapidPak revolutioni]ed
packaging speeds and established unprecedented levels of sanitation. Over the past
two decades, RapidPak has continued its focus on servo-based technologies.
Today, RapidPak has more than 37 active U.S. patents in addition to more

RP-35
R

CHEESE APPLICATIONS including bulk,
sliced, shredded, string, unit of use portions
and more. Vacuum and modi¿ed atmosphere.
ASSORTED FOOD APPLICATIONS including
pastas, ready-meals, institutional, etc.

than 30 U.S. patents pending.
When you think F-F-S packaging, think RapidPak

STERILE MEDICAL DISPOSABLES

5-POINTS OF DIFFERENTIATION:

HARDWARE and CONSUMER GOODS

1. SERVO
MOTOR
EVERYTHING

Custom solutions for your packaging applications:

RP-45. The RapidPak Àagship. F-F-S technology at its ¿nest.

2. INDUSTRY’S
LOWEST
COST OF
OWNERSHIP

5. INDUSTRY’S

RP-25
3. INDUSTRY’S FASTEST,
EASIEST CHANGEOVERS

• Vacuum and Modi¿ed Atmosphere Packaging
Meat and Poultry Applications
Cheese Applications
• Disposable Sterile Medical Device Packaging
• Hardware and Consumer Goods Packaging
32

sales@rapidpak.com

+1 608 592-3211

4. INDUSTRY’S LEADING
SANITARY DESIGN

LEADING
ERGONOMIC DESIGN
with EASE-OF-USE
FEATURES
THROUGHOUT

RP-25. Streamlined version of our Àagship RP-45.
RP-75. Developed for extreme depth-of-draw applications (up to 12”
deep). Ideal for modi¿ed atmosphere bulk packs.

RP-1000. Ideal for limited Àoor space, shallow-draw applications.
RP-35. Ideal for top formed applications such as retail bacon drafts.
Small footprint for limited Àoor space installations.
LP-45. Complete loading/packaging systems for hot dogs and string
cheese.

www.rapidpak.com
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SLICING, LOADING & PACKAGING

PROCESSING & PREPARATION

4300 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.
Chicago, IL 60646
U.S.A.

4300 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.
Chicago, IL 60646
U.S.A.

2122 222nd Street S.E.
Bothell, WA 98021
U.S.A.

2395 Murphy Boulevard
Gainesville, GA 30504
U.S.A.

(773) 478-9700

(773) 478-9700

(425) 885-1183

(770) 503-7605

sales@cozzini.com
www.cozzini.com

sales@danfotech.com
www.danfotech.com

info@hinds-bock.com
www.hinds-bock.com

sales@mpequipment.com
www.mpequipment.com

4300 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.
Chicago, IL 60646
U.S.A.

1410 Genicom Drive
Waynesboro, VA 22980
U.S.A.

2518 Wisconsin Avenue
Downers Grove, IL 60515
U.S.A.

932 Development Drive
Lodi, WI 53555

(773) 478-9700

(540) 569-4368

(630) 852-1190

(608) 592-3211

info@thurne.com
www.thurne.com

sales@drakeloader.com
www.drakeloader.com

sales@alkar.com
www.alkar.com

sales@rapidpak.com
www.alkar.com

INDUSTRIAL BAKING

THERMAL PROCESSING

932 Development Drive
Lodi, WI 53555
U.S.A.

Parc d’Activités de
Brocéliande
F-56430 Mauron France

Kindlebildstrasse 100
78479 Reichenau
Germany

Gugvej 152 C
DK-9210 Aalborg SØ
Denmark

808 Stewart Avenue
Plano, TX 75074
U.S.A.

8182 US 70 West
Clayton, NC 27520
U.S.A.

11284 OK-74
Maysville, OK 73057
U.S.A.

Industrivägen 8
513 82 Fristad
Sweden

808 Stewart Avenue
Plano, TX 75074
U.S.A.

808 Stewart Avenue
Plano, TX 75074
U.S.A.

Industrivägen 8
513 82 Fristad
Sweden

Kirkebjerg Søpark 6
2605 Brøndbyvester
Denmark

(608) 592-3211

+33 (0)297 22 62 63

+49 7531 9422-0

+45 96 20 30 50

(844) BAKE 411 Option 4
(+1-844-2253-411)

(919) 674-3750

(405) 867-4467

+46 33 15 15 00

(972) 832 8414

(972) 422-5808

+46 33 15 15 00

+45 43 44 22 88

sales@alkar.com
www.alkar.com

contact@armorinox.com info@maurer-atmos.de scanico@scanico.com
www.maurer-atmos.com www.scanico.com
www.armorinox.net

sales@auto-bake.com
www.auto-bake.com

EquipmentSales@
bakertherm.com
www.bakertherm.com

info@burford.com
www.burford.com

info@sveba-dahlen.se sales@spoonervicarsbakery.com stewart.sales@stewart-systems.com info@sveba-dahlen.se
www.sveba-dahlen.
www.spoonervicarsbakery.com www.stewart-systems.com
www.sveba-dahlen.
com/en
com/en
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info@varimixer.com
www.varimixer.com
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Middleby Worldwide Food Processing
Global Sales and Service

Latin America 			
South America 		
Scandinavia / Baltics		
Poland				
Spain / France			

+52 81 8262.6000
+55 11 3915 8100
+45 98 16 55 00
+48 602 688 100
+34 690 69 14 70

Russia			
Middle East 		
China 			
USA 			

+7 985 123 29 85
+971 4 3333 476
+86 21 6769 0808
+1 773 478 9700
sales@middleby.com

www.middprocessing.com

